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the determinant \Aki\ must vanish. This is the announced identity,

connecting two different (not linearly dependent) Heine-Stieltjes

polynomials P^"^(x) and P^-'ap)(x), n9*n', or » = »', but

(«i, nt, ■ ■ ■ , np)9*(ni, ni, • • ■ , np). For^ = l (2) goes over in the

known orthogonality relations

Pn (X)-Pn- (*) |(X+  1)     (X -   1)        |=0

with | (x + l)a<>(x — l)ai| as weight function. We call \(x — ao)°"> ■ • •

(x — aP)ap\ still the weight function of the generalized Jacobi poly-

nomials of the order p.

By introduction of the extended Heine-Stieltjes polynomials

p^"'"'"^(x) = (x-ao)at ■ ■ ■ (x-ap)"pP^"'a'')(x) and by denoting

fak+l(uvxl/(x-a0)a<> ■ ■ ■ (x-aP)a")dx,   by Bki, we obtain \BH\ =0.12

We turn finally to the special case, interesting among others for

the theory of the transfinite diameter and the Fefce/e-diameters of a

finite degree m, that at = pi= 1, i = 0, ■ • ■ , p. Then the generalized

Vandermondean Fm(£i, £2, ■ • • , £m; ei, e2, ■ • ■ , em) becomes the usual

Vandermondean Fm(£i, £2, • • • , £.»)= IIis«*s<» (£* — £*) and, since

^4i(x) =A(x), there results B(x) =A'(x).
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12 u and v are two different extended Heine-Stieltjes polynomials with the same

superscripts   ao,   ai, • • • ,   ap.   The   weight-function   corresponding   to   them   is

lOe-aor^-ai)^1 • • • (x-ap)^p\=\(x-a0)a« ■ ■ ■ (s-OpH-1-
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In a recent paper Rooney [3] has discussed the interesting formula

t*+1K„(st)ct>(t2)dl = 2"-1*-' I    e-!'y>'-1/(52/4y)(7y
0 J 0

as a generalization of the formula for the Laplace transformation of

t"d)(t2). Here 7s7(x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind

and
/»00

f(s) =   I    e-st<b(t)dt = £{<b(t)}.
J 0
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In this paper we generalize further the relations for the integral trans-

form of k(t)F[g(t)] obtained in [l] and then show that the above

formula can be obtained by choosing specific functions.

Suppose that for some kernel K(s, t)

f   K(s, t)k(t)F[g(t)]dt = x\k(t)F[g(t)]}
J o

exists. If g and its inverse function h=g~l are monotonic, differenti-

able, and real on (0, oo) and g(0) = 0, g( oo) = °o (or g(Q) = oo, g( <x>)

= 0), then

K{k(t)F[g(t)]}  =   f   K[s,h(p)]k[h(p)]\h'(p)\F(p)dp.
J o

Next we consider a symmetric kernel S(u, p)=S(p, u). If there is a

function $(s, u) such that

S(u, p)$(s, u)du = §{<p(s, u)}
o

where

<b(s, p) = K[s, h(p)]k[h(p)] | h'(p) | ,

then we obtain

K{k(t)F[g(t)]} = j   (j  S(u,p)t>(s,u)du\F(p)dp.

Now, provided that the function F(p) is such that the interchange

of integration is valid and that §{ F(p)} =f(u), then

$(*, u)f(u)du.
o

As an example, the formula of Rooney can now be obtained by

letting K(s, t)=K,(st), S(u, p)=e~^, F(t)=<f>(t), g(t)=t2, k(t)=t"+\

and <&(s, u) can then be obtained from tables [2, 5.16(40)].

The known relation for the Laplace transformation

£{^-^(1/0} =   f   (u/s)'l2Jr[l(suyi2]f(u)du,
J o

where £{F(t)} =f(s), is obtained by choosing K(s, t)=e~8t, S(u, p)

= e-tt", g(t)=r\ and k(t)=t'~l. $(s, it) is then obtained from [2,

5.6(40)].
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For another example consider the parabolic cylinder function and

let K(s, t)=t2'e^'iD-i,(st), S(u, p)=e~u", g(t)=t~2, and k(t)=t~\

$(5, u) is then obtained from [2, 5.18(7)] so that after some simplifi-

cation we have

I    /2"-3es2'2/42J_2„(^)P(r2)^ = [2r(2>/)]-1 I    u2>-le-™f(u2/l)du,
Jo Jo

in which  £ { F(t)} =f(u). In particular if F(t) = r3/2e-6'4', then /(w)

= 27ri/2&-i/2e-6l,V'2and

/* 00

I    e-b,1ilt2''etit2iiD-.i,(sl)dt
J 0

«*'-1exp {- [j+ (V2)1/2]m}<2m
0

= rli1lrll,[s+ (6/2)1/2]-2

for v>0, b>0, s>0.

To summarize, under the conditions stated above, if

s{$(s, u)} = <b(s, p)    and   §{P(«)} = f(p)

where

<b(s, p) = £[,, h(p)]k[h(p)] I A'(#) I.

then

/, so

$(5,  «)/(«)<*«•
0
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